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 The situation in Nigeria is critical. The persecution of Christians has reached 

a severity level that should sound an alarm in the church around the world. Instead, 

there has been little attention or response given to it except for CBN news and select 

Christian human rights groups. Before reading further, please watch this December 

2020 CBN news report. Human Rights Advocates Sound Alarm on 'Christian Genocide' 

Unfolding in Africa | CBN News 

 5-Fold Global has leaders on the ground in Nigeria and regularly receives 

firsthand reports of what is going on. It is nothing short of genocide in the North and now 

has escalated throughout the nation. Here is just a sampling of reports (region 

undisclosed for security) that reflect what is actually happening and what continues to 

the present day.  

https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2020/december/human-rights-advocates-sound-alarm-on-christian-genocide-unfolding-in-africa
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2020/december/human-rights-advocates-sound-alarm-on-christian-genocide-unfolding-in-africa


There’s serious blood  flow in (location omitted for security) since last night. Burning of places, so 

much panic everywhere. 24 hours curfew was declared that made us to postpone the liberation 

prayer initiative till further date when calmness returns. Daddy continuous prayer is needed. 

Shooting everywhere as I am writing. A lot of running, we really need Gods intervention. 

Nigeria is very hot now,  but we do believe God, that His own is under His shield and coverage. 

Shootings is still on. But God is with us. 

Boko Haram plus antichrist Nigerian joint forces came in suddenly and start killing massively, 

destroyed several lives. All roads blocked, there was a total seizure of the entire region with 

burning of buildings even until now as I'm writing. I'm someone who believes in serving God in the 

midst of persecution while trusting Him for protection. There’s war in my region right now, severe 

one. Several innocents killed already including pastors. 

My heart bleeds as we lost a young generation Pastor yesterday to the army's bullet. The father was 

the chairman of pastor’s fellowship when you came the 2nd time. We need God's intervention in 

Nigeria mostly the South. 

The violence is getting severe, many lives have been wasted. We lost two Pastors in the land to 

bullets. Tension is increasing, please continue praying for us. No movements at all. Now people 

know the importance of house church. 

Yesterday the situation was about calming down. Suddenly, early this morning the worst started. 

Joint forces now house to house shooting, a lot of casualties as I speak. All roads blocked, no 

going out, no hiding place. Situation is bad. But I believe in Psalm 27: 5 as you declare it again. 

That’s the situation so far.  

 5-Fold Global has been working with our partners in Nigeria to establish a 

house church network in response to growing persecution in the nations. Therefore, we 

are planning a Strategic Offensive Operation in Nigeria targeting an undisclosed region. 

This will most likely be an online equipping mission utilizing the 5-Fold Global 

International Faculty and others to strengthen and enlarge the 5-Fold Global House 

Church Network that has already begun.  

House church work is developing and strengthening on in earnest. Trusting the Holy Spirit for true 

success. Yes, we have to keep planning and praying or the (dates omitted for security) gathering as 

we watch unfolding events. This gathering is too important and indeed more on the offensive.  

We view this planned strategic mission in the region as an offensive action rather than 

strictly defensive in nature. We see this fully documented in the Early Church where 

during seasons of severe persecution there was authentic growth in the number of 

disciples, churches, signs, wonders, miracles, and the spreading of the Word. This 

operation is designed to advance what God is doing in the targeted region and beyond. 

The following represents the basis and strategic importance of this mission.  

Yes, it's time to advance no matter the difficulties. The passion for house church is growing daily. I 

praise God for what's going on in Iraq. House church is the answer in these intense persecutions. 



We are on it. I keep working on young leaders for this purpose. Progress my first Daughter the 

Registered nurse/midwife moved to (town name omitted for security) town in my State a month ago. 

This week she planted a house church with 3 young members. Last Sunday I and two young 

Pastors visited an old dying house church in the hottest area of (city omitted for security) and 

revived the house church there. We are gradually moving on. I will soon tell you about the house 

church base we are to pay for. From (date omitted for security) we will have in-house camping 

retreat with theme: Equipping/Grace for the End. We will focus on training for house church, 

prayers, and evangelism. I need wisdom from the Lord.  

We believe hope for Nigeria may indeed ride upon the success of this operation. 

 

Psalm 27:5 

For in the time of trouble 

He shall hide me in His pavilion; 

In the secret place of His tabernacle 

He shall hide me; 

He shall set me high upon a rock. 


